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Emory Ethics Course Inspires Compassion and Change  
by Maggie Bowen, Spencer Furman, and 
Alice McIlvoy, Junior High Students

This year, Bonnie Sparling’s mixed age 
7th and 8th grade social studies class has 
piloted a curriculum called Secular Eth-
ics in Education for Emory University’s 
Emory-Tibet program. We both follow the 
given curriculum and take it as an inspira-
tion for designing our own projects, 
assignments, and artwork. 

This class teaches us how to draw 
on the innate quality of compassion 
to create happiness and to influence 
the world in a positive way, because 
as children grow up, they become 
more and more capable of provoking 
positive change in the world. Every-
thing we study in the course helps us 
to behave with more awareness and 
more compassion to create a healthy, 
authentic, and friendly classroom envi-
ronment, since being an ethical person 
can have a ripple effect that makes 
those around us more ethical, too.

We began this journey toward 
awareness with lively discussions of 
these complex concepts and then cre-
ated a reflection writing about some-
one showing us meaningful compas-
sion, or a time when we behaved 
compassionately towards someone 
else.  We analyzed how compassion 
can contribute to our happiness and 
happiness for others. Identifying in-
spiration as a key, we each researched 
an ethical figure who inspired us, 
such as Harriet Tubman, Kofi Annan, 
Mother Teresa, Frederick Douglass, 
and more. We shared how these 
people express qualities of integrity in 
their accomplishments, and created a vi-
sual map of these positive character traits 
on the chalkboard: authenticity, altruism, 
hard work, generosity, honesty, compas-

sion, respect, and appreciation—to name 
just a few. 

We turned the conversation to a more 
personal, reflective level, listing which of 
these qualities we consider ourselves good 
at, and which ones we wanted to improve 
on. We spent the next week journaling 
about when opportunities arise to practice 

this quality, what we did to work on the 
chosen quality, and what other qualities 
came into play in our awareness of it.

As we discussed the presence of these 
things in everyday life, we discovered 

layers in the effect that others have on us, 
and the effect we have on others, and dia-
grammed these layers. Placing one’s self 
in the center of the circle, we immediately 
saw we have the potential to positively 
impact our family, friends, school, and 
communities, and that as we grow up, we 
can have a greater effect on our nation and 

the world. Everyone knows of some-
one who inspires them, whether on a 
personal level or a global level, and we 
can inspire others.

   From this conclusion, we decided 
that everyone could use a little more 
inspiration, so we researched literary 
and motivational quotations, and each 
student chose a favorite to display on 
a mixed-media art project which we 
hung on a junior high bulletin board. 

Our class of 17 engaged in many 
vigorous debates about happiness, 
including whether or not happiness 
is always inside of you and if we can 
conclude, as the Dalai Lama has, that 
everyone in the world wants to be 
happy. Happiness, a crucial quality of 
ethics, led us back around to a discus-
sion of what habits, goals, qualities, 
and behaviors could make a happier 
classroom. And as we listed a vari-
ety of answers, we discovered seven 
general concepts that our class will 
agree as a whole to practice: respect, 
empathy and kindness, mindfulness 
and self-awareness, keeping an open 
mind, responsibility, creating trust, 
and authenticity. We have many more 
activities and discussions to come as 
we work our way through the rest of 

the Secular Ethics course curriculum, but 
already it’s helped us become inspired 
to practice ethical qualities and to look 
ahead toward creating a positive future 
for ourselves and others.



community

Teaching and Making an Impact

Latino Heritage Day Celebration

By Diana Lockwood

When people ask me, “Why did you 
want to become a teacher?” I always tell 
people them that I became a teacher to 
“make a difference in the world.” I mean, 
don’t we all?  

This summer I had the opportunity to 
make a global impact on educators around 
the globe. I was accepted as a fellow at 
Harvard’s Graduate School of Education 
(HGSE) to teach at their Project Zero Insti-
tute. It was a once in a lifetime opportunity 
to work alongside professors whose work 
I grew up studying - Howard Gardner, 
David Perkins, Shari Tishman and others. I 
mean they are the superstars of education 
and there I was teaching alongside them. 
Administrators, teachers, department of 
education employees, curriculum coaches, 
superintendents, nonprofits, and other edu-
cation advocates gathered from around the 
world to attend this institute. As a HGSE 
fellow, I shared techniques I use in our el-
ementary science and STEAM program to 

teach critical thinking and create an engag-
ing, interactive classroom. 

At HGSE, my class was composed 
of people from across the United States 
(Georgia to California), Hong Kong, Aus-
tralia, China, Brazil, Argentina, Lebanon, 
Palestine, and Egypt. Attendees shared 
their experience as educators, what hurdles 
they face in their countries and schools, 
and what they hoped to gain from this 
institute. I modeled for attendees the same 
environment I try to create in each of my 
classes at Paideia: an environment filled 
with collaboration where I act more as a 
facilitator than an instructor that sits at the 
front of the class lecturing. This hands-on 
maker-centered learning approach draws 
in learners to test, experiment and try, 
try, try again until they accomplish the 
STEAM challenge set before them. The 
intrinsic motivation to succeed is part of 
what I try to encourage instead of learners 
working to please me, the teacher. 

After participating in the Project Zero 
Institute this summer at HGSE, I reflected 

on this teaching and learning experience. 
Indeed, we learned together. I often feel 
this way with my students at Paideia who 
ask questions that stump me and push my 
thinking deeper. When the week wrapped 
up, I called my mom and said, “Mom, 
mom, mom! I think I just made a differ-
ence in the world.” If each of the partici-
pants go back home and spread the love of 
learning through hands-on collaborative 
teaching experiences, then I know that this 
world will truly be a better place! Small 
changes and encouraging teachers, even 
one person at a time, can truly affect glob-
al change for the greater educational good. 

Diana K. Lockwood is a science and 
STEAM teacher in the elementary. She has 
worked with Harvard’s Graduate School 
of Education and Project Zero since 2010. 
She started as an attendee at Project 
Zero conferences and transitioning to 
a presenter and teacher. Last year, she 
worked online teaching maker-centered 
learning and STEAM education to schools 
in Bulgaria, Hong Kong and Australia.

The Latino Heritage Celebration was Sunday, Nov. 4. The annual 
event is organized by the Paideia Latino parents and it is the group’s 
largest event of the year. The celebration includes a display of Day 
of the Dead altars made by students. There are educational displays 
on the culture and traditions of different countries as well live music 
and food. 
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Eighth Graders Visit 
Doctors Without 
Borders Exhibit

On October 25, Kendall O’Connor 
and her eighth-grade humanities students 
visited Doctors Without Borders’s “Forced 
from Home” exhibit at the Georgia World 
Congress Center. 

Upon arrival, students were given an 
identity card specifying “Internally Dis-
placed Person,” “Asylum Seeker,” or 
“Refugee.” They moved through interac-
tive modules that illustrated the harrowing 
events that displaced people must endure 
as they flee violence and extreme hardship 
in their home countries. 

Though heart-wrenching, the experience 
was an extraordinary one for students. 
One noted, “To see all that stuff was re-
ally amazing, but it was also more of a 
learning experience because I didn’t know 
about the differences between displaced 
persons... it put things in perspective,” 
while another said, “It was eye-opening 
and really helped me see why people will 
do whatever it takes to get to a safe place... 
I learned about how one event can change 
the course of a person’s life and how we 
prioritize certain people.” 

All participants left with a deeper un-
derstanding of the global refugee crisis 
and even more empathy for those who are 
forced from home.

Short Term Class includes visit to Québec
Last May, French teachers Eddy Hernandez and Melissa McKay-Hagan took 18  stu-

dents to the beautiful Canadian province of Québec as a part of the high school short term 
course called Canada. Before the trip, students spent two weeks studying the culture and 
history of Québec as well as brushing up on their French before embarking on their five-
day fun-filled itinerary with visits to both Québec City and Montreal.

Some highlights of the trip included: a school visit where students were able to chat 
with kids their age in both French and English, hiking in the Saint Ann Canyon, and an 
interactive visit to a military tower where students learned the history of some important 
battles in Québec history. The group also enjoyed a visit to a sugar shack where we had 
a hearty lunch and danced to traditional French-Canadian music. And, of course a visit 
to Québec would not be complete without trying some poutine! While in Québec City, 
students stayed with local families so that they could practice their French and have an au-
thentic cultural exchange. The trip was a fun and memorable experience for all who went. 

Designing the News
Eighth grade students in Elly Bookman’s class studied newspaper design and as part 

of  the project, groups of students  created a newspaper based on the interest of a fictional 
reader. The papers included news, lifestyle, entertainment, business and sports sections. 
The students selected stories that informed their fictional readers about a wide range of 
topics that the students thought would be informative and useful.  The students created 
three newspapers and three judges chose the winning design based on how well the paper 
met the needs of its readers.
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Python Cross Country Teams Finish Among Top Ten in State

Both the girls’ and boys’ cross country teams finished in the top 
ten of the Georgia High School Association cross country champi-
onships, with the final competition held Nov. 2 in Carrollton, Ga. 

The girls’ team finished in overall fifth place in the state with a 
team average of 22:00.86. Jordan Walter ’21 and Luna McCau-
ley ’22 finished seventh and eighth respectively. Ahalya Ramgo-
pal ’19 and Esme Dunbar ’21 and Alejandra Hardin ’19 along 
with Jordan and Luna were Paideia’s top five girls finishers help-
ing the Lady Pythons to their overall fifth place win with a team 

Seniors to Continue Their Sports in College

Senior Kai Carter has signed to play women’s basketball at  the University of 
North Caroline at Asheville. Senior Ally Helmers has  signed to compete in tumbling and Acro-

batics at West Virginia Wesleyan College.

average of 22:00.86. Taryn Robinson ’20 and Sophia Huynh ’21 
also finished strong.

The top five male Python finishers were Elijah McCauley ’21, 
Alec Tubbs ’19, Sam Colton ’21, Jay Bartelt ’20 and Jesus Cen-
tellano Cortes ’20. The boys’ team was sixth place overall out of 
the 16 state qualifying schools. The team average was 19:12.12. 
Colin Kennedy ’22 and Alec Harris ’21 also performed well in 
their first state championship

Jordan Walter and Luna McCauley Girls’ cross-country team
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continued on page 6

Tibet: The Beauty and the Sadness
By Gavin Drummond, High School English 
Teacher

Editor’s Note: Gavin Drummond was 
the sixth recipient of a grant from the Hy 
and Blanche Professional Development 
and Creative Exploration Fund. The award 
is intended to offer teachers an expansive 
opportunity for development and growth. 
The first grant went to Tom Painting who 
traveled to northern Japan to write and 
study haiku; the second one went to Annie 
Perry who studied with a scientific team 
and swam with dolphins in Costa Rica. 
Madeleine Soloway traveled to Poland to 
explore Holocaust sites and the relation-
ship of this history to the refugee experi-
ence in present-day Europe. Kate Murray 
went to the Galapagos Island and parts of 
the Amazon.

In the spring of 1989, during my gap 
year, I visited Dharamsala, India — since 
1959, the home of the Dalai Lama and a 
substantial Tibetan population in exile. The 
place was buzzing with activity, because 
the Dalai Lama had recently been active in 
the West, making new proposals for a Ti-
betan government that might work in asso-
ciation with the Chinese nation. In Beijing, 
young Chinese activists had lain down in 
front of tanks in Tiananmen Square. And at 
the same time, Tibetans had been protest-
ing in their own country — or what the 

Chinese call the Tibet Autonomous Region 
— as a way of marking the 30th anniver-
sary of the 1959 uprising. The protests 
came to a head in March, with demonstra-
tions and rioting in Lhasa to the degree 
that foreign tourists were expelled. I later 
met a group of Americans in Kathmandu 
who had been forcibly bussed out of Lhasa 
and had had their 35mm films (remem-
ber film?) ripped out of their cameras by 
Chinese soldiers. Later that year, the Dalai 
Lama was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. 
Particularly in the West, there was a feeling 
that maybe something could actually hap-
pen in Tibet. Maybe, just maybe, it could 
achieve a modicum of self-rule. 

Even then, though, and even in 
Dharamsala, I got the sense that all of this 
might come to nothing. The truly ener-
gized people I met were foreigners, mostly 
Americans, excited to be part of a revo-
lutionary effort, whizzing around on their 
rented or purchased Enfield Bullet motor-
bikes. The Tibetans, after thirty years of 
exile, seemed quietly despondent, and with 
mixed feelings about living in freedom, 
and yet not living in what they thought 
of as their real home. As a good tourist, I 
bought a Yak wool sweater emblazoned 
with ‘FREE TIBET” from two friendly 
Tibetan women drinking tea, visited the 
famous Tibetan library, and read the Dalai 
Lama’s autobiography. I dreamed about 
one day visiting Tibet. 

This year, with the assistance of a grant 
from Paideia, my dream finally came true, 
and I traveled to Lhasa with my wife. The 
aim of the trip was twofold: I wanted to see 
the chief monuments to Tibetan Buddhism 
and culture, and I also wanted to see places 
the British had visited on their earliest ex-
peditions to Mount Everest in 1921, 1922 
and 1924. 

My first glimpse of the Potala Palace — 
the iconic Tibetan castle, the old seat of 
government, and the Dalai Lama’s winter 
home — was from the train. We were at 
the end of a 22-hour train ride, which in-
cluded the highest point on any railway in 
the world (16,640’). From my perch in the 
carriage, the whole Lhasa valley was laid 
out, flat land and the river between tower-
ing peaks north and south of the city. In 
the foreground was Chagpori, the “iron 
mountain,” a distinctive hill that is now 
capped by a tall radio tower; it used to be 
the site of the Tibetan medical college, 
but it was shelled by Chinese artillery in 
1959 and subsequently demolished. And 
behind — the grand, red, white and gold 
vertical sweep of the Potala Palace. 

Over the course of the next two weeks, 
we visited many of the important Buddhist 
sites in Tibet, including Sera, Samye and 
Tashilumpo monasteries. One of the high-
lights for me, however, was climbing Hepo 
Ri, a small hill near Samye. A sacred site, 
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Author Thomas Mullen Speaks at Paideia
Author Thomas Mullen began the day 

at Paideia Oct. 25 speaking to the high 
school about writing and research.  He 
was introduced by Anna Zheng ’20. Mul-
len’s novel, Darktown, a riveting police 
procedural set in 1948 Atlanta, exploring 
a murder, corrupt police, and strained race 
relations, was the first community read for 
Paideia. After his talk, students questioned 
him about his writing process and about 
the book, Darktown. 

Mullen lives in Decatur and he told the 
students that part of his inspiration for the 
novel arose from his desire to write a book 
that took place in the area where he lived.  
Much of his research was done in the ar-
chives of the Atlanta Journal-Constitution 
and the Atlanta Daily World, the renowned 
black Atlanta newspaper. He discovered 

in his research that a crowd of 200 black 
Atlantans gathered outside the Butler 
Street YMCA  to greet city’s first black 
policemen  on their first day of the job. 
Because of segregation, the black police 
officers worked out of the basement of the 
Butler Street YMCA rather the city police 
headquarters. Mullen said for him, writing 

was a vehicle for exploring social issues 
and that he saw the crime story as a way to 
delve into difficult subjects.

After the assembly, Mullen met with 
a smaller group of students for  a more 
in- depth discussion of writing. That eve-
ning, he spoke to parents, and alumni and 
alumni parents. 

 His visit was part of the writers lecture 
series sponsored by the Pepperdene Fund, 
a trust established by the late Jane Pep-
perdene, a professor of English at Agnes 
Scott College and then an English teacher 
at Paideia for 20 years. Jane believed it 
was important for students to be exposed 
to living writers and she was instrumental 
in bringing several well-known authors to 
Paideia, including James Dickey, Richard 
Wilbur and Eudora Welty. 

it is revered as one of the places 
where Padmasambhava (Guru 
Rinpoche), the founder of Tibetan 
Buddhism, subjugated the demons 
of Tibet. I walked to the top of the 
hill on a windy, dusty trail, thorn 
bushes and prayer flags surround-
ing me on both sides. I sat on the 
top and looked out over the Yar-
lung Tsangpo valley on one side 
and then the sudden grassy green 
of the fields around Samye mon-
astery, its compound itself designed like a 
circular, Tibetan mandala. 

Tibet’s roads and mountain passes have 
also been crisscrossed by mountaineers 
since the discovery by British surveyors, 
in the nineteenth century, that it contained 
the highest mountain in the world. Locals 
called it Chomolangma - mother goddess 
of the snows - but the British called it 
Everest after the head surveyor (trivia mo-
ment: he actually pronounced his name 
“EEV-rest,” not “EH-ver-est”). The first 
foreigners to map the region around Ever-
est and then try to climb the mountain 

Tibet continued from page 5

were the British, hiking in on horse and on 
foot from Darjeeling, India. I daydreamed 
about following their path on foot, but 
today it’s not possible because of travel 
restrictions on the China/Tibet side. I did, 
however, get to follow in these explorers’ 
footsteps by climbing up to Shegar Dzong, 
a castle atop an impossibly steep, rocky 
hill, and seeing Everest peeking over the 
southern horizon from 50 miles away – a 
shining white fang above a brown, dusty 
horizon. Later, we drove to Rongbuk mon-
astery, the place George Mallory and his 
fellow mountaineers were blessed by the 

resident Lama before their doomed 
attempt on Everest. I cannot ex-
press the emotions I experienced as 
we turned a corner in the road and 
finally saw the majestic north face 
of Everest at the end of the valley, 
an iconic view reproduced in so 
many photos.

As foreigners, we were con-
stantly treated with grace and hos-
pitality everywhere we went. One 
silly memory I will carry with me 
is the cook at our hotel in Lhasa 

who giggled every time I tried to add jam 
to the traditional breakfast tsampa mix 
(roasted barley, sugar, milk powder, yak 
butter, tea). The presence of the Chinese 
army and police is ubiquitous in most of 
the places tourists are allowed to visit, and 
there is a sense of local Tibetans simply at-
tempting to endure — even though the old 
Tibetan part of Lhasa still has a vibrancy 
of identity. I hope it may continue, but in 
the face of China’s increasing influence in 
Tibet, the future for Tibetan culture looks 
gloomy. Selfishly, I’m glad I got to see it 
before it is gone for good. 

Sarah Schiff, Anna Zheng, and Thomas Mullen
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Interview with Camryn Triplett ’07
Camryn works with the mental health sup-
port organization Silence the Shame.

Tell us about the mission of 
“Silence the Shame”? 

Silence the Shame is a global mental 
health awareness movement housed under 
the Hip-Hop Professional Foundation. The 
goal is to reduce and ultimately remove the 
layers of shame and stigma as it relates to 
mental health and mental illness.

Are there any teachers at Paideia 
who helped inspire you to get 
involved in an organization like 
this? 

In many ways, I feel like my experience 
at Paideia prepared me for this type of 
work. I was 12 years old and in 7th grade 
here at Paideia when I was diagnosed with 
generalized anxiety disorder and major 
depressive disorder. My mother looked to 
Paideia as a resource, through Nisha Si-
mama [high school counselor], my family 
found a child psychiatrist and I was put on 
medication. I was taken out of school for 
about a week at no penalty to me. 

When I returned, the teachers were more 
concerned about me making it through 
the day without a meltdown, rather than 
completing my work. Paideia gave me a 
healing environment and allowed me to 
recover on my own time. The silver lining 
was meeting Nisha a couple years earlier 
than I would have. She was a guiding light 
and major support for me during my time 
at Paideia.

 I also had the amazing experience of 
being a peer leader. We met every day dur-
ing the last period of the day. Some days 
were spent doing check-ins. A check-in is 
exactly what it sounds like, it was Joanna, 
Joseph, and my peer leaders created a 
safe space to share anything that might be 
bothering us at that time. My first check-in 
was during our retreat right before school, 
I had just found out my mother was ter-
minally ill. I “checked-in” about what I 
was going through and for an entire year 

alumni news Compiled by Anna Beck ’01, Alumni and Special Events Coordinator

I had a safe space and an amazing sup-
port group. When I graduated Paideia and 
started at Howard, I immediately felt a 
void because I was missing that safe space 
to express myself. I quickly found the 
university counseling center and got back 
into therapy, my first time since my mental 
breakdown in Junior High at Paideia.   

Were there any experiences in high 
school or afterward that helped 
motivate you to get involved in an 
organization like this one?

The passing of my father is what 
prompted me to get involved with Silence 
the Shame. I had met Shanti Das, the 
founder, a year prior through a former 
Paideia parent I was working for, James 
Andrews. I connected with her during the 
recording of an episode of James Andrews’ 
podcast. At that point Silence the Shame 
was still an idea in her head. I pulled 
her aside after the interview and told her 
whenever she was ready, I wanted to be 
involved with Silence the Shame. Fast 
forward a year later my dad passed away. 
At that point in my life, I didn’t know any-
one that had experienced the same type of 
loss that I was experiencing (my mom had 
passed away 10 years prior). So I reached 
out to her, both in need of a friend, and as 
someone who might help me fill my time.  
Shanti had just gotten the Silence the 
Shame logo trademarked and was ready to 
do a soft launch. I have been Shanti’s right 
hand since the beginning of Silence the 
Shame and watching its growth over the 
past two years has been incredible. 

Why is Atlanta the right place for 
Silence the Shame to launch? 

Shanti Das is an Atlanta native and 
played a huge role in helping to make At-
lanta rap mainstream. Shanti was the mar-
keting mind behind Outkast’s first albums. 
She also worked with TLC, Usher, Baby 
Face, and P!nk to name a few. A majority 
of Shanti’s team are also Atlanta natives 
including myself. 

Why is now an important time to 
discuss mental health? 

It is so important to talk about mental 
health and mental illness right now be-
cause so much is at stake. Social media 
creates an unattainable ideal of perfec-
tion — these false images are contributing 
to the rise of suicide rates globally. Even 
Hollywood is changing the way they deal 
with mental illness. Shows like This Is Us, 
and A Million Little Things are showing 
a more human, relatable mental illness 
experience. 

Any advice to Paideia students 
or alums struggling with mental 
health, or any advice to those who 
know people struggling without 
help? 

It’s okay to get help, identify people you 
trust and check on your strong friends. 
The suicide prevention lifeline 1-800-273- 
TALK (8255) and the crisis text line, text 
SILENCE to 707070 are great resources if 
you or someone you know seems to be at 
an immediate risk for suicide. Hopefully, 
by taking the time to really check in on 
your friends that seem to be going through 
something, and encouraging that they get 
help, a crisis can be avoided. 

Do you have internship 
opportunities? 

We are looking to launch an intern pro-
gram sometime next year. We currently 
have a college ambassador program that is 
open to undergrad and graduate students. 
We ask that our ambassadors produce at 
least two events throughout the year with 
the help of the campus counseling cen-
ter. The ambassadors are sent a kit with 
promotional and informational material. 
Please email Campusrep@hhpf.co for 
more details or follow us on Instagram @
SilencetheShame and Twitter @Silenceth-
Shame. Our website is www.hhpf.co. 
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THE PAIDEIA SCHOOL
1509 Ponce de Leon Avenue

Atlanta, Georgia 30307

THE PAIDEIA SCHOOL is nonsectarian, serving families 
with children ages three through 18. Paideia does not dis-
criminate in employment or in admissions. It actively seeks 
racial, cultural, and economic diversity in its student body. 
The ancient Greek word Paideia conveys the concept of a 
child’s total education: intellectual, artistic, and social.
The Paideia School Newsletter is published 10 times a year. 
The deadline for the newsletter is the 1st of the preceding 
month. Send all correspondence to Jennifer Hill, Editor, at 
Paideia School, 1509 Ponce de Leon Avenue, Atlanta, GA 
30307. Phone number is 404/377-3491, ext. 339; e-mail 
address is hill.jennifer@paideiaschool.org. For informa-
tion about sports schedules and upcoming events visit our 
web site at www.paideiaschool.org
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